Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. did you like the movie

2. we like to play games

3. Add "s" or "es" to the words below. **"es" is added to words that end in s, z, x, sh, or ch.
   desk _______ dish _______ tree _______ peach _______

4. Underline the inflectional endings -s, -es, -ed, or -ing in the words below.
   books _______ foxes _______ jumping _______ worked _______

5. Is the following sentence a question or a statement? Circle the correct one.
   It looks like it is going to rain. question statement

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. we ate lunch in the park

2. can I borrow your pencil

3. What sound is the "s" making at the end of the words? Write s or z on the line.
   cats _______ kids _______ trees _______

4. Is the action happening now or did it happen in the past? Write now or past on the line.
   playing __________ jumped __________ singing __________

5. Is the following sentence a question or a statement? Circle the correct one.
   How much does the puppy cost? question statement
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. a dog was walking down the street

2. what is your name

3. Circle the plural (more than one) nouns below.
   forks   chair   hall   porches   window   buses

4. Underline the inflectional endings -s, -es, -ed, or -ing in the words below.
   looked   boxes   books   wanting

5. Is the following sentence a question or a statement? Circle the correct one.
   How did you do that? question statement

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. three girls played tag at recess

2. who is that man

3. What sound is the “s” making at the end of the words? Write s or z on the line.
   dogs ____   pets ____   hills ____

4. Is the action happening now or did it happen in the past? Write now or past on the line.
   plays __________   walked __________   runs __________

5. Is the following sentence a question or a statement? Circle the correct one.
   We were late for school today. question statement
Week 1  Day 5

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. will we go outside for recess

2. alli brought her lunch today

3. Add "s" or "es" to the words below. **"es" is added to words that end in s, z, x, sh, or ch.
   church _____ bus _____ shape _____ pillow _____

4. Underline the inflectional endings -s, -es, -ed, or -ing in the words below.
   rocks showed eating porches

5. Is the following sentence a question or a statement? Circle the correct one.
   Can I watch cartoons?  question  statement

Week 1  Review

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. the car will not start

2. why do we have to do work

3. What sound is the "s" making at the end of the words? Write s or z on the line.
   bumps _____ names _____ rats _____

4. Is the action happening now or did it happen in the past? Write now or past on the line.
   sings __________ crawled __________ wanting __________

5. Is the following sentence a question or a statement? Circle the correct one.
   The light is too bright.  question  statement